Cochran Downriver Stormwater Facility Master Planning

Downriver Park

Legend:
- Active Recreation
- Stormwater Swale Area
- Parking
- Proposed Retaining Wall
- 8’-10’ Paved Non-Motorized Trail
- Hiking Trail
- Unimproved Single Track
- River Access Trail
- Existing Roads
- Rafters Turn Around and Service Access
- Emergency Access and Walking Path
- 2 Rail Fence
- Approximate Location of 48’ Pipe Option
- Approximate Location of Alternative Pipe Option Through Golf Course
- 48’ Pipeline Constructed with Proviso Grant
- 200’ and 250’ Shoreline Buffers
- Gateway
- Proposed Raft Put In/Take Out
COCHRAN DOWNRIVER STORMWATER FACILITY MASTER PLANNING

DOWNRIVER PARK

PROPOSED ACCESS
PROPOSED BOAT LAUNCH TURNAROUND
PROPOSED RAFT PUT IN
PULLOUTS
EXISTING PARKING
GATEWAY
STORMWATER FOREBAY
ACCESS PATH
STORMWATER FACILITY
ADDITIONAL PARKING
PORTA POTTY ENCLOSURE
PROPOSED ACCESS
EXISTING PARKING
PROPOSED ADDITIONAL PARKING
31 SPACES

LEGEND
ACTIVE RECREATION
STORMWATER SHALE AREA
PARKING
PROPOSED RETAINING WALL
8-10' PAVED NON-MOTORIZED TRAIL
HIKING TRAIL
UNIMPROVED SINGLE TRACK
RIVER ACCESS TRAIL
EXISTING ROADS
RAFTER TURN AROUND AND SERVICE ACCESS
EMERGENCY ACCESS AND WALKING PATH
2 RAIL FENCE
APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF 48" PIPE OPTION
APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF ALTERNATIVE PIPE OPTION THROUGH GOLF COURSE
48" PIPELINE CONSTRUCTED WITH PROVISO GRANT
200' AND 250' SHORELINE BUFFERS
GATEWAY
PROPOSED RAFT PUT IN/TAKE OUT